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•••
INTRODUCTION
THE ROLE of the hypophysis in the regulation of many body
functions including sex and well-being is well recognized.
Since the early observations on the bovine hypophysis were
reported prior to the turn of the century, the field of endo-
crinology on this species has passed from investigations largely of
an academic nature to those dealing also with the experimental
and practical phases.
Extensive investigation in various species of mammals and
other animals has permitted an understanding of many of the
interrelationship' s between the different glands of internal secre-
tion. The effect of some of the sexual, pathological, and other
conditions upon the structure and the simultaneous or concom-
itant physiology is also understood.
Lactation is of prime importance to the dairyman and is one
of the sexual functions that has been shown for some time to be
regulated largely by the hormones.
Genetic investigation has been turning to an increasingly
greater extent to studies in phenogenetics in attempts to know
the inheritance of causes rather than effects. Within the realm
of the dairy husbandman this has been leading gradually into the
inheritance of factors influencing the quantity and quality of
milk produced.
Before variations attributable to inheritance can be studied,
however, it is necessary that some idea of the limits of normal
variability be known as a matter of reference.
It has been with these ideas in mind that the study reported
here has been planned and carried on.
1 Lester Gilmore, formerly of the Division of Dairy Husbandry, is now at Kansas
State College of Agriculture and " Applied Science, Manhattan, Kansas.
2 The original manuscript covering this investigation was submitted as a thesis
to the faculty of the Graduate School of the University of Minnesota in partial
fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy.
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The weight of the bovine hypophysis has been recorded by
different authors, but little has been done relative to the factors
influencing the variations in it or in determining the limits of
normal variation. Lothringer (1886) was one of the first to ob-
serve a positive relationship between the weight of the gland
and body size within the species. This does not necessarily hold,
however, when comparisons are made between species. Com-
parisons between buffaloes and the bovine constituted some indi-
cation that inherited factors are important in determining the
size attained by the hypophysis. Other causes for variation have
been thought to include certain sexual phenomena including
castration and pregnancy and also age and breed.
For the most part descriptive information is lacking regard-
ing the influence of sex, age, breed, and pregnancy upon the
hypophysis of cattle. The data of Wittek (1913) , who reported
the weights of 734 glands, are the most complete in this regard.
He recognized the effect of inheritance upon the growth of the
gland and accordingly limited the study to animals of two re-
lated breeds, Pinzgauer and Simmental. He collected data on
normal and castrated males, nullipara and multipara nonpregnant
females, and pregnant females. When grouped according to age
the glands from the males ranged from 2 grams for yearlings
up to 4.5 grams for nine-year olds. The glands from castrates
were somewhat heavier than those from normals above five years
with no consistent difference below that age. The females ranged
from 1.6 grams for yearling nullipara to 3.3 grams for nine-year
Old multipara with no consistent difference between the two
groups for the ages (3, 4, and 5 years) for which glands were
available in the groups for comparison. There was great varia-
tion among the individual weights, particularly for the females.
The lowest weight was 1.3 grams for a five-year old and the high-
est weight was 6.4 grams for a ten-year old. The latter weight is
the highest reported in the literature for a bovine hypophysis
although a weight of 6.2 grams for a five-year old female would
be larger in proportion to age and development than 6.4 grams
for a ten-year old. The smallest ten-year old gland weighed 1.9
grams. This gives a variation for this one age group of 237 per
cent. When these data were compared to the slaughter weights
(flesh plus the bones) a positive relationship was observed and
the author concluded that for both males and females there was
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an increase in hypophysis weight with an increase in slaughter
weight. He observed, however, that marked deviations occurred.
Adametz and Schulze (1932) reported the gland weights of
two cows, one calf, and nine bulls representing the Zillertaler,
Tuxer, and Fleckvieh breeds. The age and live weights of the
animals are given, but most of the gland weights reported were
after fixation in formol-alcohol. Six comparisons showed slightly
greater weights after fixation. In general, the gland weights
were lower than the average obtained by Wittek but well within
the range.
Swett, Matthews, Miller, and Graves (1937) reported the
hypophysis weights of 563 dairy cows representing the Ayrshire,
Guernsey, Holstein, and Jersey breeds as well as 66 nonregistered
cows. While definite information regarding age and weights was
not given, some degree of possible relationship between the
weight of the hypophysis and body weight was indicated.
Reece and Turner (1936) collected several hundred glands at
a packing house and along with the gland obtained certain data
which enabled a classification according to age, sex, and whether
from a pregnant or lactating animal. They are the first to report
the weight of a fetal gland, finding an average weight of 0.0278
grams for animals under 140 days after conception and an aver-
age of 0.0263 grams for animals from 140 days to term. The
smallest gland weighed 0.0005 grams.
Blickenstaff (1934) recorded the largest weight (4.7 grams)
for American cattle on a nonpregnant dairy cow. Ten open dairy
cows that had not ovulated for some time had glands averaging
3.857 grams as compared to 2.892 for the rest of the group. His
other data are in line with those reported above.
Weights of the bovine hypophysis have also been given by
Kup (1936) , Schonberg and Sakaguchi (1917) , Rosta (1931) ,
Kuhn (1910) , Livon (1909) , Trautman (1909a) , Fichera (1905) ,
and Thaon (cited by Livon, 1909) . These weights have been on
a few animals in each case with little or no information regard-j
ing the age or weight of the animals concerned. Kuhn, Rosta,
and Fichera compared weights of glands from steers with those
from bulls and found that in the Castrate the glands were larger.
In this particular their data agree with those of Wittek.
The effects of castration on the weight of the bovine hypo-
physis, however, as shown by these data are less pronounced than
on the male ,buffalo and on fowls as given by Fichera who found
that the glands of castrates weighed about twice as much as
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those from noncastrates. The effect on horses, as shown by
Kuhn (1910) , however, is comparable to that found above in
cattle. After studying several species, Marrassini (1910) and
Marrassini and Luciani (1911) concluded that castration effects
were insignificant except for chickens. Stein (1933a) found anincrease in weight with castration of the male due to an increasein the size of the anterior lobe. Severinghaus et al. (1932) have
summarized the literature for the different species.
When Wittek calculated the relative hypophysis weights(kilograms of body weight 
 )
he found that bulls had thegrams of hypophysis weight
smallest ratio followed in order by steers and cows. There was
an increase with age for the females, and for aged cows. (8-15
years) there was an indication of decreased hypophysis weight
with advanced pregnancy. Adametz and Schulze gave data
from which to calculate relative weights providing live weight
instead of slaughter weight is used. Relative weights so cal-
culated are low compared to the data of Wittek even when one
allows for a dressing percentage of 50. Relative weights cal-
culated from Kup's data are almost as high as those of Wittek.
Lewis and Turner (1939) concluded that the relative weight of
the steer's gland was practically the same as that of the bull.
The literature reviewed does not give the relationship between
height and hypophysis size. For humans Rasmussen (1924)
found a positive correlation with height but none with body
weight.
While, in general, there appears to be an increase in weight ofhypophysis with an increase in body weight, the comparison of
bovine with buffalo by Fichera (1905) and of bovine and horses by
Lothringer (1886) indicates marked exceptions between species.
In none of the above references has there been mention of
the degree of trimming given the gland before weighing. In
humans, Rasmussen (1928a) found that failure to remove the
meningeal coverings could increase weight as much as one third.
Dimensions
The shape of the bovine hypophysis varies much when in-dividual glands are compared and also when the bovine gland is
compared to those from other species. Adametz and Schulze,
SchOnberg and Sakaguchi, Cermak (1932) , Trautman, and Wittek
agree that the gland is longer than it is wide and wider than itis thick. One of two exceptions is the case of an aged Braunvieb
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(Brown Swiss) bull with an hypophysis 27 x 29 x 22 mm. This
is the largest gland for which a report was found. Often the
gland is concave laterally. The description of the hypophysis of
the ewe (Warbritton and McKenzie, 1937) , the rabbit (Dawson,
1937), and to some extent of the opossum (Dawson, 1938a) indi-
cates a similarity to the bovine. The hypophyses of the human
(Rasmussen and Herrick, 1922) and the horse (Livon) have
marked differences in this respect.
Histology of the Bovine Hypophysis
The main histological aspects of the bovine hypophysis have
been described by Beato (1935) , Soos (1934) , Bucy (1930) , Bailey
(1928) , DeBeer (1926) , Bell (1919) , Herring (1914) , Wulzen
(1914) , Tilney (1911) , and Trautman (1909b). Tilney included
a review of the earlier work. A brief description of the location
of the hypophysis is included to aid in interpreting the discussion
of the histological features which follows. The gland lies above
the sena turcica and is intimately associated with the prominence
of the basisphenoid. The mouth of the sella turcica is covered
with a very thick fibrous sheet through which the infundibulum
or stalk passes, connecting the hypophysis with the tuber cin-
ereum (Trautman) . The stalk is attached toward the anterior
end of the hypophysis and proceeds along the cephalic surface,
partially surrounded by the anterior lobe, to a region about mid-
way between the anterior and posterior extremities where it
expands into the posterior or nervous lobe. The posterior lobe
occupies the entire posterior end of the gland and, as Trautman
states, grossly it represents a thickened termination of the in-
fundibulum.
Rasmussen (1934, 1938a) , Trautman (1909a and 1909b) , and
Herring (1908) called attention to the fact that the anterior lobe
of cattle, along with those from humans, rats, and rabbits, is
larger than the posterior lobe. Lewis and Turner (1939) present
data on cattle of different breeds, sex, and age. In all cases the
anterior lobe was found to be distinctly larger than all other parts
combined. It varied from around 75 per cent of the total weight
up to 91 per cent in the case of the beef steers.
Separating the posterior lobe from the anterior lobe are the
intermediate lobe and the cleft or residual lumen. The cleft
divides the bovine gland into two distinct parts, with the anterior
lobe on one side and the posterior and intermediate lobes on the
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other side. Only at the periphery are the anterior and inter-
mediate lobes contiguous. Trautman states that in sheep, goats,
swine, dogs, and cats there is a cleft but that it is lacking in horses
and donkeys. Warbritton and McKenzie corroborated this find-
ing in sheep. It is more or less obliterated in most adult humans
but is present in the new born. Dawson (1938a) in the opossum
and Kirkman (1937) in the guinea pig describe a cleft.
The intermediate lobe is epithelial in origin, arising with the
anterior lobe from the oral epithelium. The pars intermedia
(intermediate lobe) lies adjacent to the posterior lobe and is
separated from the anterior lobe by the cleft. Wulzen has
described the intermediate lobe of the bovine as a comparatively
thin sheet of epithelium. None of the workers, however, described
it as being as thin as in the human (Rasmussen, 1928b). Bell
(1919) describes it as a layer many cells thick. In addition to
lining the cleft in the bovine it partially envelops the posterior
lobe by extending posteriorly along the periphery of the gland.
In this respect, it is similar to man, monkey, pig, rabbit (Herring,
1908) , dog, and some other animals. It is different, however, from
others (Wislocki, 1929, Geiling and Robbins, 1938) . There is no
discrete pars intermedia in the domestic fowl (Gallus domesticus)
or in at least five species of whale. This also is true of the arma-
dillo (Oldham, 1938) and the duck (Painter, 1938) .
Wulzen was the first to describe a third epithelial portion en-
tirely within the gland proper as being distinct from either the
anterior or intermediate lobe. This part is a cone-shaped pro-
tuberance extending into the cleft, usually from the intermediate
lobe. Sometimes, however, it was found to emanate from the
anterior lobe. Such cones are described as being as long as seven
mm. with varying proportions. Sometimes they are broad and
low and sometimes long and narrow. Out of 760 cases tabulated,
722 showed the cone macroscopically. Sometimes this cone was
separated from the intermediate lobe by connective tissue, while
in other cases. only the presence of alpha cells (acidophiles or
eosinophiles) indicated the limitation of this cone. Spaul and
Howes (1930) and Atwell (1938) also referred to this cone in
cattle. DeBeer stated that similar cones are also found in the
gland of hogs and that they are more vascular than the inter-
mediate lobe. Herring (1914) diagrammed a similar cone but
did not describe it. Warbritton and McKenzie (1937) apparently
found this cone in the hypophysis of sheep. They failed to men-
tion the similarity, however. They stated "a very lai-ge uniden-
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tified lobe extended anterior to the glandular lobe in one sheep
pituitary 
The literature regarding the presence and limitations of pars
tuberalis in the bovine is ambiguous. References to it are made
by DeBeer, Beato, and Atwell (1938) . In domestic animals in
general the term refers to the epithelial covering of the stalk
that is continuous with the pars intermedia. This checks with
the description of this lobe for swine (Soos, 1934) , sheep (War-
britton and McKenzie, 1937) , humans (Rasmussen, 1938a) , and
to some extent the rabbit and cat (Dawson, 1937) . Trautman
(1909b) spoke of the intermediate lobe as extending "various
lengths over the stalk lying outside the actual hypophysis."
An infundibular cavity (a continuation of the third ventricle
of the brain) was found by Trautman to extend into the main
part of the hypophysis in the cat, dog, and often in swine. This
was said by him not to be the case in horses, donkeys, cattle,
calves, sheep, or goats. Herring (1908) found this cavity in cats
but not in pigs, man, monkeys, or rabbits.
Cell Types of the Anterior Lobe (Pars Distalis)
Two types of cells in the anterior lobe of the horse were
designated as chromophilic or chromophobic, depending upon.
their affinity for different stains (Flesch, 1884) . The chromo-
phobic cells were later called chief cells because of their similarity
to cells in the peptic glands.
Erdheim (1903) reviewed the earlier literature on the dif-
ferent types of cells and credited Flesch as the first to classify
the cell types into two groups. Erdheim quoted three papers of
significance here. Rogowitsch (1888) described in rabbits other
cells in which the outlines were visible but which impressed him
as a uniform mass of protoplasm containing nuclei. These were
called nuclear masses. Stieda (1890) later called these chief
cells. Schonemann (1892) using hemalum-eosin stains classified
the cells further into eosinophiles and cyanophiles. Thom (1901)
held to the classification of Sch6nemann but differentiated the
chief cells into weak cyanophiles, weak eosinophiles, and un-
stained cells. He applied the name of chromophobe to the latter
only. Nuclear masses were thus considered to be chromophobic.
The above statements show the development of the early con-
cept regarding the presence of five cell types in the anterior lobe.
Although the cell types found in this lobe in most species have
not been so classified by most investigators, this scheme seems to
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have merit when applied to the bovine. In any event, the idea
of crediting different color reactions to different cytoplasmic pre-
cursors of secretions presumably denatured by fixatives so as to
appear as granules under the microscope was a departure from
previous views on color differences. Erdheim reviewed these
ideas which were held to be due (1) to unequal distribution of
blood, (2) to unequal pigmentation, and (3) to unequal distribu-
tion of fat.
Trautman (1909b), using different staining combinations, classi-
fied the cell types of all domestic animals examined as follows:
1. Strong chromophil cells baacisdo°pPhhill 2. Weak chromophil cells ba ac isdoopphhi 1
3. Chromophobe cells
Glands were examined from horses, donkeys, dogs, cats, swine,
sheep, goats, calves, and cows. It was stated that both eosinophile
and acidophile cells were always easy to demonstrate in the first
eight groups named and that they stood out especially distinct
in one-hoofed animals and in carnivora and goats. Both the
strongly staining acidophiles and basophiles were described as
having smaller nuclei that were jagged and lobed and had coarser
chromatin than the weakly staining cells taking the same stains.
The strongly staining acidophiles were said to be generally
smaller than the weak acidophiles. These nuclear differentia-
tions have not been reported by other investigators. The descrip-
tion regarding a deeply-staining and a weakly-staining type of
acidophiles as well as for basophiles was verified by Tilney who
said that such was the case for all species. Spaul and Howes,
and Howes (1930) also concurred in this.
The differentiation of basophiles in the bovine has been
checked by Hall and Hunt (1938) and Hall (1938a) . They found
that by modifying either Mallory's or Masson's technique the
aniline-blue-strong or dark basophile was perceptibly different
from the weak or light-colored basophile. The strongly staining
type was found scattered over the entire gland, whereas the
weakly staining type was limited rather to the central core. The
strongly staining type was thought not to occur in rats, and dif-
ferences in it were associated in cattle with "several" physiolog-
ical conditions.
In regard to the presence of two types of acidophiles in the
bovine, Schonberg and Sakaguchi (1917) found both types in the
anterior lobes of hypophyses from calves, cows, bulls, and steers.
While they did not agree with Trautman on the nuclear differ-
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ences of these two types, they did find both dark and light nuclei
in each type and pointed out that the dark nucleated, deeply
staining acidophiles were thought to be found more in cells
grouped in cords while the others were scattered about. The
steer gland was thought to contain a greater number of darkly
nucleated acidophiles than the gland of the bull. It was also
found that steer glands contained fewer weakly staining acid-
ophiles than the gland of the bull and calf but more than the cow.
Both Fichera (1905) and Trautman (1909b) concluded that cas-
trates contain more acidophiles than normal animals.
The idea of associating the difference in staining reaction of
the acidophiles with sexual activity is supported by Dawson
(1938b) , Dawson and Friedgood (1938a, 1938b) and Friedgood
and Dawson (1938) by investigations with macaque monkeys,
guinea pigs, cats, and rats. The differentiating stains were orange
G. and azo carmine. The former stained the ordinary (weak)
acidophiles, and the latter stained the special carmine cell (strong
or deeply staining acidophile) . They describe the weak acid-
ophile as having finer cytoplasmic granulation than the strongly
staining carmine cell. Friedgood and Dawson (1938) did not ob-
serve the special carmine acidophiles in the glands from imma-
ture kittens of either sex. It was rarely found in adult males •
but appeared in greater numbers in one "chronic" castrate. It was
also absent in the anterior lobes of anoestrous females examined
from October to January. It was found in glands taken from cats
during sexual activity. In the rabbit the special-carmine cell was
found to be present as sexual maturity approached and to
dominate the appearance of the gland taken from animals after
mating. These workers concluded that the special-carmine cell
is not derived directly from ordinary acidophiles but that it seems
to differentiate from the chromophobe type of cell. For other
species, Sawyer (1936) described six cell types in the bat, and
Warbritton and McKenzie for sheep have described nine different
cell types. This is the most detailed classification done to date.
A search of the literature revealed no information on the pro-
portion of the different types of cells in the anterior lobe of the
bovine hypophysis. In general Beato, and Schonberg and Sakagu-
chi are of the opinion that the eosinophilic cells greatly pre-
dominate. Severinghaus (1938) states that in most species the
proportions are the same as those found by Rasmussen (1929,
1933) for humans. These former workers state that chromophobes
are sparse in calves; that basophiles are never seen in anterior
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pituitary glands of calves and only frequently in cows; and that
they were not identified with certainty in steers and bulls. This
conclusion that the number of basophiles in the bovine is very low
is supported by the work of Wittek, Bell, Soos, and Beato. Lewis,
Lee, and Astwood (1937) pointed out that the hypophysis of the
steer was almost devoid of basophiles and indicated that this
supported the thought that a decrease in the number of baso-
philes occurred after castration. These workers compared an-
terior lobes of steers with those of cows in arriving at this con-
clusion.
Wittek reported that the quantitative relationship of the cell
types in the bull and the steer were the same. This latter view-
point is sustained by Hall (1938b) . He found that castration in
cattle causes no increase either in number or apparent activity
of the basophilic cells. The glands from seven freemartins were
found to be typical of neither male castrates nor normal cows.
Three, however, were nearly typical of the castrate condition.
For castration effects of other species see Severinghaus et a/.
(1932) . Schonberg and Sakaguchi found more chromophobes in
steers than in bulls, but fewer in steers than in cows.
While the literature dealing with cellular changes after cas-
tration is limited as it regards the bovine, this is not the case
regarding some other species. Severinghaus (1937, 1938) has re-
viewed this literature. He pointed out that an increase in baso-
philes is probably the case with the rat, guinea pig, rabbit,
monkey, goat, and man. He stated that further work may be
expected to "provide universal confirmation" of this concept. It
would seem, in view of the above literature on the bovine, that
there may be species difference in this respect. In women over
50, Rasmussen (1933) found 4 per cent more chromophobes, 2 per
cent more basophiles, and 6 per cent fewer acidophiles than in
women under 50. In a physiological sense the older group may
be considered castrates.
After a consideration of some other species for which differ-
ential cell counts are available, it appears that the bovine differs
from at least some species as far as the quantitative relationship
of the different cell types is concerned. For human females,
Rasmussen (1929) found 23-59 per cent, 11 per cent, and 34-66
per cent, respectively, for the three types. Nelson (1935) found
34.4 per cent, 4.2 per cent, and 61.4 per cent of these cells,
respectively, for female rats, and 49.8, 8.1, and 42.1 per cent, re-
spectively, for male rats. The figures of Ellison and Wolfe (1935)
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for rats agree with those of Nelson. Cell counts on female guinea
pigs (Kirkman, 1937) yielded 38.1-48.1 per cent, 9.6-16.7 per cent,
and 35.2-47.7 per cent, respectively. For sexually active male and
female pigeons, Schooley and Riddle (1938) made "sample" counts
and obtained a ratio of 24-30-40, respectively, for the same three
types. Other evidence indicating species difference is given by
Beato for horses, swine, sheep, and cattle. Soos has paid partic-
ular attention to the staining reaction of basophiles from the an-
terior lobe of the hypopyhsis from common mammals (both wild
and domestic) and common fowls and some wild birds, and re-
ports marked differences between species.
The literature dealing with the bovine hypophysis does not
deal greatly with chapges brought about during pregnancy. Both
Wittek and Rosta concluded from their work, however, that the
microscopic structure remained unchanged. Kohn (1910) , for
mammals in general, stated that during pregnancy the increase
in the size of the hypophysis to two or three times the "normal"
depends almost entirely upon an increase of secretory cells.
Beato believed that during pregnancy the chief cells change into
eosinophiles. Rasmussen (1938a) presented the data on humans
showing increased weight during pregnancy. Stein (1933b) and.
Severinghaus et al. (1932) reviewed the controversies in the liter-
ature regarding pregnancy effects in other species.
Some anterior-lobe changes with age have been recorded.
Trautman (1909b) described in cattle, goats, horses, and dogs an
increase in connective tissue that sometimes becomes of consider-
able proportion. In domestic animals including cattle, Trautman
found that in middle .age the chromophile cells are more numer-
ous than in advanced age. In regard to the cellular development,
Kohn stated that acidophilic granulation is the first to appear.
Bailey stated that for mammals in general the alpha-type cell
(acidophile) first appears during the third fetal month.
The anterior lobe of cattle hypophyses contains an area in the
central part in which the chromophobes are found. With this
grouping the eosinophiles are located laterally (Schonberg and
Sakaguchi; Smith and Smith, 1923; Spaul and Howes; and Soos) .
The presence of this pattern of distribution of cell types has been
described also in other species, i.e., sheep (Warbritton and
McKenzie) ; the cat and rabbit (Dawson, 1937) ; the opossum
(Dawson, 1938a) ; humans (Rasmussen and Herrick, 1922, Soos,
and others) ; the pigeon (Schooley and Riddle, 1938) ; and also for
other species (Dawson, 1938a, Kirkman, 1937; and others) .
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INVESTIGATIONAL WORK
While it is apparent from the foregoing review of literature
that much has been done on the bovine hypophysis, yet much
more needs to be done to permit an understanding of the factors
causing the variations found in function and structure. The need
for increased information of the bovine hypophysis arises from
the desire to know more about milk production and other sexual
functions as well as bovine function in general. In addition to
this, information so gained would add to the general knowledge
of the endocrine organs. It would also be useful in experimental
work because bovine glands or their extracts are often used be-
cause of their size and availability. It is becoming increasingly
more apparent that the structure and function of the hypophysis
must be worked out for each different species rather than apply-
ing knowledge gained from one species to another without re-
servation.
A specific need in regard to the bovine hypophysis is a knowl-
edge of its variability in glands from animals that can be con-
sidered normal. This investigation has been carried out with
this idea in mind. The following discussion is divided into two
main parts, the macroscopic and microscopic features. The first
part deals with the source of material, the technique of removal
and trimming, the size, the change in size with growth and de-
velopment, the possible relation of size to producing ability, the
shape and dimensions of the gland, and the proportional weight
of the anterior lobe. Part II deals with the different lobes, the
histological technique used, and the cell types in the anterior lobe
and their relative proportions. A note on the innervation of the
anterior lobe is included.
PART I—MACROSCOPIC OBSERVATIONS
Source of Material
Most of the weights and dimensions were obtained from the
hypophyses of cattle leaving the University dairy herd since Janu-
ary, 1935. In addition to this source of data, glands have been
secured from the University Veterinary and Animal Husbandry
herds and from nearby breeders. This material is from animals
with known histories that are pertinent to the study in many
respects. For most of the donors the available information
included age, breed, sex, body weight, milk and fat produc-
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tion records, sexual condition, and degree of fleshing. Only
glands from animals considered to be good in health (no gross
manifestations of disease) have been included in this study. In
general this includes animals slaughtered because they were un-
desirable in the breeding herd. It also includes cases of sudden
death as noted in the accompanying tables. Some of these sud-
den deaths occurred shortly after birth in inbred animals in
which autopsy failed to reveal abnormalities, grossly. In a few
cases animals were found dead a few hours after they had last
been seen in apparently normal health. Still other "sudden
deaths" were cases of poor conformation or inheritance for poor
producing ability. They were not old enough to slaughter and
accordingly were destroyed. Glands were removed as soon as
possible after death, usually within half an hour or an hour.
Very few glands were removed after six hours after death.
Technique of Removal and Trimming
The brain was first removed, usually by using a saw or
cleaver. In removing the brain, the stalk to the hypophysis was
broken or cut. The dura was then cut lateral and anterior to the
gland with a scalpel. By means of a hemostatic forcep applied
to the cut edge of the dura anterior to the gland, the gland could
be loosened from its position in the sella, turcica with a minimum
of cutting. By this method the lining of the posterior lobe in
intimate association with the posterior clinoid process (Fig. 1)
of the basisphenoid could be removed intact with the gland.
When difficulty was experienced this process was broken off and
was removed with the gland and later dissected away. In this
respect the bovine is much different from the goat gland. In
the latter species the gland is likewise covered with a tough
fibrous covering on the upper (cranial) surface which peels off
easily with apparently no close association with the fibers to the
interior of the gland. In a mature white nonpregnant lactating
goat, estimated at 75 pounds body weight (estimated on the basis
without blood and udder) , hypophysis weight was 0.75 grams.
The glands were placed in formalin fixative (vida infra) as
soon as removed. They were trimmed and weighed as soon as
possible, which was usually within an hour. This time varied
somewhat after a fixative was employed in which no great weight
change was experienced. The glands were trimmed to the ex-
tent described for humans by Rasmussen and Herrick (1922) .
The stalk was cut flush with the gland and all loose encasement
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FIG. 1. PART OF THE SKULL OF A YEARLING BOVINE MALE SHOWING THE FRONTAL AREA
REMOVED BY SAWING. THE HYPOPHYSIS CEREBRI EXTENDS FROM THE POSTERIOR
CLINOID PROCESS ANTERIORLY, RESTING ON THE sella turcica.
was removed. This left a covering of the pia which could not be
removed because of connective tissue fibers which emanate from
it entering the gland proper. Difficulty was sometimes experi-
enced when too much of this thin covering had been removed.
Some difficulty was encountered, especially at first, in removing
glands so that the posterior lobe was intact.
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After trimming, the glands were blotted with a paper towel
and weighed on a balance to the third decimal place. Variations
due to evaporation found on the same gland between successive
weighings did not seem to justify attempts at greater accuracy
even though some authors (Reece and Turner) have reported
weights to the fourth decimal place.
Method of Analysis
The results of this study may be summarized in five parts,
i.e., (1) absolute hypophysis weight and its relation to age; (2)
change in relative weight with age; (3) relationship between
weight of gland and producing ability; (4) gross dimensions of
the hypophysis; and (5) proportion of total weight represented
by the anterior lobe.
Absolute Hypophysis Weight and Its Relation to Age.—The
absolute weight of the hypophysis and its change with the age
and development of the animal is presented graphically for the
females and males, respectively, in figures 2 and 3. The data
from which these and other values for figures 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9
were taken are included in tables I and II (Appendix).
In figure 2 the absolute fresh-weight values for 114 purebred
and grade females representing at least seven different breeds
are plotted according to their age. All but one of the glands were
obtained at birth or after. While the total number is too small
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FIG. 2. THE INCREASE IN SIZE WITH AGE FOR THE BOVINE FEMALE. THE ABSCISSA IS
AMPLIFIED FOR THE FIRST TWO YEARS (INSET) TO AVOID ARRIVING AT
DISTORTED VALUES FOR THE PERIOD OF MOST RAPID GROWTH.
(Note—Same legend used in succeeding figures)
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FIG. 3. THE INCREASE IN SIZE WITH INCREASING AGE FOR THE BOVINE MALE. THE
ABSCISSA IS AMPLIFIED FOR THE FIRST YEAR TO PREVENT ARRIVING AT
DISTORTED VALUES.
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to separate according to breeds or sexual conditions or even to
get an absolutely reliable growth curve, it is possible to draw•
some tentative conclusions. The curve shown has been plotted
from reference values obtained by the method of double medians,
the final curve being drawn by using a French curve. To obtain
satisfactory values for the period of rapid growth during the first
two years the data have first been plotted with the abscissa am-,
plified (Fig. 2, inset) . In general, there is an increase in weight
until about seven years is reached after which the increase indi-
cated is of questionable significance.
The high value of 4.725 grams for the aged Red Poll cow is
the highest value for a female bovine reported on American cat-
tle, none of which have been of this particular breed. Only one
gland from a representative of this breed or of any cow this old
has been obtained so no comparison is available. Consequently,
no special significance can be attached to this high value as being
indicative of age or breed.
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The five high values for Guernseys three and four years old
indicate a genetic influence when they are considered in relation
to the values for the other Guernseys. Six values for Guernseys
between three and six years old are from half sisters. They
average 3.27 grams compared to 2.67 grams for the other five
Guernseys with the same age limits. The value for all cattle of
this age taken from the curve at the median age represented by
the Guernseys is 2.48 grams. The two low values for eight- and
nine-year olds are half sisters by a different sire, and the two
high values for 12- and 15-year olds are by a third sire. Similar
relationships hold for related groups in the other breeds and indi-
cate a genetic cause for variation. The breed differences between
Holsteins and Jerseys also bear out this conclusion. There are
too few Ayrshires to draw a conclusion for this breed.
Six freemartins ranging in age from birth to four years, nine
and one-half months are included in the study. Values for these
individuals have not been included in figure 2 because they prob-
ably represent varying degrees of development with different
cases of this kind. While there is no marked separation of the
values from these animals, the fact that values for all of them
are low for the respective breed at the age represented lends
support to the thought that a relatively low weight of hypophysis
may be associated with this kind of arrested sexual development.
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FIG. 4. RELATION OF HYPOPHYSIS WEIGHTS AND AGE FOR MALE CASTRATES
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The values for freemartins were not included in figure 2 for com-
parison because they confuse the eye in drawing in the curve.
In figure 5 these values are plotted in relation to the curve repre-
sented in figure 2.
Figure 3 shows less variation for males than is shown for
females in the previous figure. This is possibly due to two causes.
In the first place there are only 63 males, most of which fall in
the younger age groups where less variation was found for
females. Secondly, males continue to increase in general body
proportions for a longer period than females. Less variation ac-
cordingly would be expected prior to the end of the period of
maximum growth. With the few values secured for males over
one year old there is indicated no difference between the breeds.
A larger weight of hypophysis for males of advanced age over
females for the same age is indicated in the few values available.
This would be in line with the greater increase in general body
development for the males. The curve has been plotted by means
similar to the previous one.
Effect of Castration in the Male on the Absolute Hypophysis
Weight.—During the course of the investigation it was possible
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FIG. 5. THE WEIGHTS OF HYPOPHYSES FROM FREEMARTINS COMPARED TO THE
REPRESENTATIVE VALUES FOUND FOR NORMAL FEMALES (FIG. 2).
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to obtain seven bull calves of known histories that were normal
in all respects known. They were bilaterally castrated at differ-
ent ages, care being taken also to remove the epididymis. Fur-
ther details regarding the breed, age, and weight are given in
table III. In figure 4 the weight of the hypophyses for these seven
castrates are plotted according to age after birth. For the sake
of comparison to normal weights the curve for normal males
(Fig. 3) is included. The amplified abscissa is used so as to per-
mit a more detailed comparison. The symbols for the different
breeds are the same as that used in the other figures, so breed
comparisons are possible by referring to figure 3. The values
scatter along either side of the normal curve and do not indicate
any consistent effect of castration upon the size of the gland.
The Change in Relative Hypophysis Weight with Age.—As
reviewed previously, Wittek, Fichera, and Lothringer found a
relationship between hypophysis weight and body weight. Ac-
cordingly, relative hypophysis weights instead of absolute weights
were calculated to determine if there was a change of relative
weight with increasing age. Relative weights so considered were
calculated by dividing the weight of the hypophysis in milligrams
by the kilograms of body weight. The results are presented
graphically for females in figure 6 and for males in figure 7.
One hundred and three females and 54 males are represented.
The lower number of values in this comparison is due to the lack
of reliable body weights on some of the animals included in the
previous comparison, which prevents using them here. The fe-
males have high relative weights at birth and decrease rapidly
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during the first year of post natal development. After that there
is considerable fluctuation. There are too few values for females
over 12 years to determine if the higher values with advanced
age are significant.
Table 1. Comparison of the Proportional Weight Increase in
Body and Hypophysis for Bovine Females
Proportion of
Birth Wt. To
Average Weight Developed Wt.
Age
Body
Hypo-
physis Body
Hypo-
physis
Breeds
Repro-
sented*
Number
Animals Range Avg.
(Yr.-Mo. -Da.) (kgms.) (gms.)
4....................... Birth 0- 0- 0 28.92 0.509 1:1.0 1:1.0 A-G-H-J
9 ......................Birth-6 mo. 0- 0-27 31.45 0.491 1:1.1 1:1.0 G-H-J
6-12 mo. 0- 9- 3 157.40 1.043 1:5.4 1:2.0 G-H
1- 2 yr. 1- 5-17 230.73 1.418 1:8.0 1:2.8 H-J
2- 3 yr. 2- 7-21 436.14 2.059 1:15.1 1:4.0 G-H
3- 4 yr. 3- 8- 7 455.41 2.370 1:15.7 1:4.7 G-H-J
4- 5 yr. 4- 6-22 475.77 2.601 1:16.5 1:5.1 G-H-J
5- 6 yr. 5- 4- 7 552.43 2.871 1:19.1 1:5.6 G-H-J
6- 7 yr. 6- 3- 2 541.87 3.070 1:18.7 1:6.0 A-G-H-J
6 7- 8 yr. 7- 5- 1 609.56 3.226 1:21.1 1:6.3 G-H
6 8- 9 yr. 8- 7-10 599.05 3.297 1:20.7 1:6.5 A-G-H
4 9-10 yr. 9- 6- 7 557.60 3.179 1:19.3 1:6.2 G-H-J
5 10-14 yr. 11- 4-29 570.81 3.395 1:19.7 1:6.7 A-G-H
14-19 yr. 15-14-17 476.28 4.006 1:16.5 1:7.9 G-J-R.P.
* A-Angus, G-Guernsey, H-Holstein, J-Jersey, R.P.-Red Poll.
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Table 2. Comparison of the Proportional Weight Increase in
Body and Hypophysis for Bovine Males
Number
Animals
Age
Range
Average Weight
Proportion of
Birth Wt. To
Developed Wt.
Breeds
Hypo- Hypo- Repre-
Avg. Body physis Body physis sented*
(Yr.-Mo. -Da.) (kgms.) (gms.)
10....................... Birth 0-0- 0 33.02 0.532 1:1.0 1:1.0 G-H-J
27.......................Birth-6 mo. 0-2-13 65.13 0.701 1:2.0 1:1.3 A-G-H-J
8 ....................... 6-12 mo. 0-9-14 190.85 1.304 1:5.8 1:2.5 A-H-J
1- 2 yr. 1-2-16 268.76 1.698 1:8.1 1:3.2 G-H-J
2- 3 yr. 2-5-14 408.24 2.050 1:12.4 1:3.9 J
3- 4 yr. 3-9-13 710.56 3.009 1:21.5 1:5.7 H
4- 6 yr. 5-6-28 707.61 3.693 1:21.4 1:6.9 G-J
6-10 yr. ............... ............... ............
10-12 yr. 11-0- 3 936.68 5.161 1:28.4 1:9.7 H
* A—Angus, G—Guernsey, H—Holstein, I—Jersey.
Part of the variation in relative hypophysis weights after the
rapid decline of the first year can be attributed to inheritance.
The values for Guernseys tend to be higher than those for Hol-
steins. It cannot be determined from these data if this is a breed
difference or a difference attributable to the particular individuals
within the breeds studied. This observation, however, is in line
with that of Lewis and Turner (1939) .
A more suitable method of summarizing the relative weight
of the hypophysis would be to compare the relative rates of de-
velopment for the hypophysis and body weight as summarized in
tables 1 and 2. Here the relatively low increase in weight of
hypophysis is compared to the greater increase in body weight.
There are no indications that the relative weights of free-
martin hypophyses are different from those from sexually normal
animals. An adequate comparison is precluded because of the
lack of values for a sufficient number of normal females of the
same age. The lack of indications for a difference here indicates
that lower hypophysis weight is associated with a comparable
lower body weight.
In general the same conclusions drawn for females regarding
the rapid decline in relative gland weight during the first year
applies also to the males. The greater number of values during
the first year show the nature of the decline to better advantage.
The Relationship Between Relative Weight of Gland and Pro-
ducing Ability.—It was desired to ascertain if possible if there
was a relationship between the weight of the hypophysis and the
ability to produce milk or milk ' fat. Accordingly, the relative
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weights of the glands from all animals having production records
made under standard conditions2 were plotted against the values
for milk fat and also for milk corrected to a 4 per cent fat basis
using the formula of Gaines (1928) . By correcting to a standard
fat level possible differences in energy output were eliminated
as a variable. These three comparisons are presented graphically
in figures 8, 9, and 10, respectively.
In regard to the relation between relative hypophysis weight
and milk producing ability it is evident that factors not here con-
sidered place the Holsteins in a separate group from the Jerseys
and Guernseys. Within the group of Guernseys there appears to
be a slight positive correlation. It is not thought to be more than
can be attributed to increase in body size, however. The corre-
2 The standard plan used for determining producing ability has included provi-
sions to minimize the effects of noninherited factors such as age, times milked per
day, feed, and internal barn environment. In the few cases where age was cor-
rected for, the standard conversion factors for the breed involved were used.
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lation for the Jerseys, if any, is still less. The negative correla-
tion existing when all values are considered shows a higher pro-
duction per unit of relative hypophysis weight for the Holsteins
studied than is shown for either Jerseys or Guernseys.
The relationship between relative hypophysis weight and fat
producing ability shows less distinction between the breeds than
in the case of milk. This is in line with the generally recognized
'thought that the great difference between breeds in producing
ability lies in the production of milk constituents other than fat,
the fat producing ability being more nearly equal. This concept
has been discussed by Gaines. No correlation within the Holsteins
is indicated, the values swarming rather uniformly about a cen-
tral point. With the Guernseys, however, a positive correlation
more marked than in the case with milk production is shown.
This probably can be attributed to increased body weight as in
the case with milk. The same two cows most out of line here
were most out of line in the previous comparison. The values for
Jerseys lie in a horizontal line. It can further be concluded from
these data that the Guernseys studied tend to have a higher rela-
tive hypophysis weight per unit of production than the Holsteins.
When the producing ability is considered from an energy
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viewpoint, the possible relationship is still less definite. The
distinction between the Holsteins and Guernseys is midway be-
tween that observed in the previous two comparisons. The Jer-
seys again scatter along a horizontal line.
Gross Dimensions of the Hypophysis.—Gross dimensions were
measured on 27 glands including one male and 26 females, the
latter including four dairy breeds and a series of grade beef
heifers mostly of Shorthorn and Hereford breeding. The meas-
urements were taken on a caliper graduated in inches and frac-
tions thereof. The readings were converted into millimeters and
are presented in table 3. The proportions of the hypophysis as
indicated by these data are in line with those reported above for
other investigations and represent an oval or oblong shaped
gland in general, although glands somewhat spherical are some-
times found. Only one gland measured was thicker than it was
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Table 3. Dimensions of the Bovine Hypophysis
Animal
Fresh Medium
Length Width Thickness Wt. of from which Breed Sex
gland measured
(mm.) (mm.) (mm.) (grams)
24 26.19 14.68 12.70 3.161 70% alc. Ayrshire Female
B 27 15.08 9.53 7.54 0.478 fresh Ayrshire Male
188 20.24 15.48 13.50 2.431 70% alc. Jersey Female
198 21.43 16.27 14.29 2.677 fresh Jersey Female
202 16.67 14.68 13.50 2.017 70% alc. Jersey Female
205 17.07 14.68 12.30 2.038 70% alc. Jersey Female
545 17.46 15.48 11.91 2.410 70% alc. Guernsey Female
571 22.62 17.46 14.29 2.722 fresh Guernsey Female
572 21.43 18.26 15.48 4.120 70% alc. Guernsey Female
579 23.02 20.24 14.29 3.400 fresh Guernsey Female
581 20.24 14.29 11.91 2.722 70% alc. Guernsey Female
583 22.23 19.85 15.88 3.590 fresh Guernsey Female
584 19.85 15.08 12.30 2.189 70% alc. Guernsey Female
C 41 20.24 15.48 15.88 2.302 fresh Grade beef Female
C 42 20.24 13.89 10.72 1.613 fresh Grade beef Female
C 43 21.43 15.88 11.91 1.925 fresh Grade beef Female
C 44 17.86 13.89 12.70 1.582 fresh Grade beef Female
C 45 19.85 14.68 12.70 1.702 fresh Grade beef Female
C 46 19.05 15.88 12.70 2.105 fresh Grade beef Female
C 47 17.86 15.88 12.30 1.848 fresh Grade beef Female
C 48 21.03 15.88 12.30 2.184 fresh Grade beef Female
C 49 19.85 15.48 12.70 2.227 fresh Grade beef Female
C 50 19.05 14.68 11.91 1.713 fresh Grade beef Female
C 51 21.43 13.50 11.91 2.035 fresh Grade beef Female
C 52 18.65 14.68 11.91 1.785 fresh Grade beef Female
C 53 19.85 16.67 12.70 2.013 fresh Grade beef Female
wide. A better idea of the different shapes and sizes can be
obtained by referring to figure 11. No picture was obtained of
a gland that was nearly round when seen from this same view.
Proportion of Total Weight Represented by the Anterior
Lobe.-The anterior lobe (pars distalis, pars buccalis) is by far
the largest lobe of the bovine hypophysis. During the present
study 20 glands were dissected, the anterior lobe being separated,
after trimming, from . the rest of the gland. Although no his-
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FIG. 11. THE SHAPE OF THE BOVINE HYPOPHYSIS VARIES CONSIDERABLY
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Table 4. Proportion of Total Hypophysis Weight Represented by the Anterior Lobe
Weight of
Animal entire gland
(Gms.)
Weight of
anterior
lobe
Ratio
ant, lobe:
total wt.
Condition
of gland
when weighed
Breed Sex
202 ............. 1.664 1.475 .8864 partially dehydrated Jersey Female
(70% alc.)
205 ............. 1.565 1.302 .8319 partially dehydrated Jersey Female
(70% alc.)
396 ............. 2.849 2.500 .8775 fresh Holstein Female
412 ............. 2.592 2.209 .8522 fresh Holstein Female
413 ............ 2.150 1.770 .8233 fresh Holstein Female.
2.279 1.960 .8600 partially dehydrated Holstein Female
(70% alc.)
571 ............. 2.125 1.705 .8024 fresh Guernsey Female
572 ............ 3.204 2.855 .8911 partially dehydrated Guernsey Female
(70% alc.)
579.............. 2.532 1.995 .7879 fresh Guernsey Female
581.............. 1.705 1.305 .7654 partially dehydrated Guernsey Female
(70% alc.)
584 ............. 1.916 1.330 .6942 partially dehydrated Guernsey 'Female
(70% alc.)
B 579........ 0.421 0.340 .8076 partially dehydrated Guernsey Male
(70% alc.)
C 47........... 1.325 1.025 .7736 fresh Grade beef Female
C 48 ........... 1.700 1.430 .8412 fresh Grade beef Female
C 49........... 1.250 0.910 .7280 fresh Grade beef Female
C 50 .......... 0.890 0.570 .6369 fresh Grade beef Female
C 51........... 1.175 0.800 .6809 fresh Grade beef Female
C 52 ........ 0.960 0.565 .5885 fresh Grade beef Female
C 53 .......... 1.135 0.710 .6256 fresh Grade beef Female
Total ...... 36.101 28.846 15.406
Ave. ...... 1.805 1.442 .770
tological verification was made, the results of Beato justify the
assumption that no intermediate or posterior lobe was present.
He selected at random the anterior lobes of seven glands dis-
sected in a similar manner. After histological study it was found
that in no case was there failure to separate the anterior lobe
from the other two. In the study here reported, as in that of
Beato (1935) , that part of pars tuberalis lying within the gland
proper was considered as part of the anterior lobe. The weights
found for the anterior lobe, the total gland, and the proportion
of the total gland represented by the anterior lobe are given in
table 4. The average proportion for all 20 glands is 77 per cent.
The data may be divided into two groups representing both dairy
and beef-bred animals. The respective groups average 69.6 per
cent and 82 per cent. Only one beef gland exceeded 78 per cent,
and only two dairy glands fell below 78 per cent. This would
indicate a significant difference between the two groups. Besides
the possibility of an inherited difference is the possibility of an
age difference. The beef heifers averaged considerably lower in
age than the dairy animals. The dairy male, B 579, however, was
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about two years younger than the beef females, being only five
days old; but this isolated case does not rule out the possibility
of a sex difference, nor is it necessarily indicative of a true value
for this age and sex. The proportion values of the bovine anterior
lobe are within the limits found for different groups of humans
(Rasmussen, 1938a) . For 111 human males the anterior lobe
represented 75 per cent of the weight of the total gland. Ninety-
three nonpregnant and 24 pregnant women averaged 81 per cent
and 84 per cent, respectively.
PART II—HISTOLOGICAL FEATURES
The Different Lobes
In general, the observations of others relative to the general
features of the different lobes have been confirmed. The gross
relationships and proportions can be seen in figures 12, 13, and 14.
The posterior lobe (pars nervosa) comprises the entire posterior
area of the gland tapering in proportions as it proceeds toward
the ventral surface. Most glands are sufficiently rounding on the
ventral surface so that sections cut horizontally through the ven-
tral one fourth of the gland do not include the posterior lobe.
Trautman (1909b)' described the posterior lobe as being gray-
white. Many of the glands collected here contained posterior
lobes very definitely yellow or yellowish-orange in color. This
was particularly true for Guernseys. This corresponds with the
color found by Boyd (1938) for the ovaries. It is known that in
Guernseys there is a general accumulation of the pigment caus-
ing this color throughout the body.
The intermediate lobe
lying adjacent to the pos-
terior lobe varies consider-
ably in thickness as seen in
sections cut horizontally. It
widens from a thin sheet
of a few cell layers around
the periphery of the gland
where it partially sur-
rounds the posterior lobe
to a thickness of consider-
able proportion in the mid-
sagittal region. The dis-
tance from the boundary
of the posterior lobe to
FIG. 12. GROSS RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE
ANTERIOR LOBE OF THE BOVINE HYPOPHYSIS.
(a) A CONE OF WULZEN PROTRUDES FROM THE
INTERMEDIATE LOBE (cf. b). (PHOTOGRAPH OF
GLANDS FROM GRADE BEEF HEIFERS.)
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the residual lumen is especially great with the presence of a cone
of Wulzen (Wulzen, 1914) (Figs. 11 and 12) .
A cone of Wulzen has been found in several of the hypophyses.
This cone is usually found in sections through the middle region
of the gland. Accordingly, they are more apt to be missed by
the method followed here than in that used by Wulzen in mak-
ing gross dissections. Sections cut at three levels (one fourth,
one half, and three fourths of the distance ventrodorsally) were
usually the only ones examined for the presence of this cone.
Consequently, some may have been missed either because the
cone may not have been located at the midpoint or because the
sections representing the middle region may have been some-
what off center. No literature has been found that indicates
whether or not this cone occurs in all breeds. In the present
study it was found in glands from Guernsey bull calves, Holstein
females—both immature and adult—and several of the grade
beef heifers.
The various type cells of the anterior lobe are usually scat-
tered throughout the lobe except for the general pattern de-
scribed. This pattern has been described adequately in the liter-
Residual. lumen
//Gone of. Wulzen
Posterfor Pole.
Thterme4ite lobe
Anterior lobe
FIG. 13. HORIZONTAL SECTIONS THROUGH THE VENTRAL HALF OF THE HYPOPHYSIS OF
A GUERNSEY MALE CALF SHOWING THE RELATIVE PROPORTION OF THE MAIN SUB-
DIVISIONS. NUMEROUS BLOOD VESSELS ARE SEEN IN THE CENTRAL CORE (14x).
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FIG. 14. SECTION FROM AN AREA ADJACENT TO FIGURE 12. Pars intermedia PARTIALLY
SURROUNDS pars nervosa (POSTERIOR LOBE). Pars anterior LIES CONTIGUOUS
TO pars intermedia AT THE PERIPHERY (20x).
ature for cattle and other species. Aside from this pattern, cells
are found in cords only at the periphery and then not consistently.
Connective tissue sometimes groups the cells into alveoli but
this is by no means general. The amount of connective tissue
varies tremendously. Some glands are practically devoid of it
in the anterior lobe.
The anterior lobe is very vascular compared to other species.
This also has been described in the literature (Beato and others) .
This is especially the case in the region of pars tuberalis.
Pars tuberalis was not considered separate from the anterior
lobe. In selecting sections to be counted, however, an attempt
was made not to use sections in which it was distinctly evident
that significant ,areas of pars tuberalis were present.
Technique
The histological studies were done on glands included in the
group reported on above. Various fixatives were used to begin
with. They include different concentrations of formalin, Bouins
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and Zenkers. All but the first few, however, have been fixed in
formalin as suggested for humans by Rasmussen. The strength
used throughout was 10 per cent except for a few cases in. which a
higher concentration was tried. Some glands were fixed in 100
er cent formalin with good results. The large size of the gland
presented some difficulty in fixation as well as in subsequent
processes. By trial it was found that when glands over two grams
were left in fixative over a couple of days sufficient margin of
safety was provided. A calculation on 24 glands gave an average
of 4 days duration in the fixative.
The general effect of a 10 per cent formalin environment was
an increase in both size and volume. Distortion of the tissues
and shrinkage in the cells, however, was found upon staining.
To overcome this difficulty it was decided to add enough NaCl
to the fixative to have a .9 per cent salt solution. With this fixa-
tive the weight of the gland remains practically constant as seen
in table 7. Crossman (1939) , Crooke and Russell (1935) and
Table 5. Comparisons of Hypophysis Weights when Fresh, Fixed in
10 Per Cent Formalin and Dehydrated in Dioxan
Animal Fresh Wt.
(Gms.)
Fixed Wt.
(Gms.)
Dehydrated Wt.
(Gms.)
Betty's Fetus 0.187 0.195 0.137
Felicia's Fetus ................................................... 0.232 0.247 0.180
0.447 0.445 0.353
B 23 ................................................................................. 0.490 0.487 0.420
0.510 0.480 0.435
B 589 0.550 0.613 0.517
B 219 0.552 0.580 0.502
0.587 0.655 0.559
BE 0.582 0.598 0.510
B 222 0.608 0.555 0.490
B 438 •••••••••••••••..•••••••••.••..•.•••••••••.••.••.••.•••••••••.•••.•••••••••••• 0.643 0.688 0.605
E 234 1.537 1.630 1.450
BA 7t .............................................................................. 1.600 0.775 0.670
E 221 .............................................................................. 1.811 1.865 1.560
Felicia1.995 2.168 1.830
Royal Standard ................................................ 2.050 2.203 1.955
Betty2.123 2.270 2.050
2.172 2.183 2.005
2.385 2.435 2.168
2.755 3.250 2.490
443 2.845 3.136 2.630
2.980 3.087 2.700
3.372 3.500 3.110
3.822 3.990 3.585
5.267 5.682 5.113
43.717 38.024
1.748 1.521
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Table 6. Comparison of Hypophysis Weights when Fresh, Fixed in 20 Per Cent
Formalin with .9 Per Cent NaC1 and Dehydrated in Dioxan
Animal Fresh Wt.
(Gms.)
Fixed Wt.
(Gms.)
Dehydrated Wt.
(Gms.)
E321
............................................................................. 0.470 0.465 0.400
250 
.................................................................................... 0.485 0.465 0.378
......................................................................................... 0.510 0.503 0.370
477 
.................................................................................... 0.960 0.940 0.752
4'76 
.................................................................................... 1.140 1.140 0.900
......................................................................................... 1.850 1.775 1.425
459 
......................................................... ..... ...................... 2.260 2.245 1.830
E 208 
.............................................................................. 2.405 2.335 1.855
9.868 7.910
1.233 0.988
Table 7. Comparison of Hypophysis Weights when Fresh. Fixed in 10 Per Cent
Formalin with .9 Per Cent NaC1 and Dehydrated in Dioxan
Animal Fresh Wt.
(Gms.)
Fixed Wt.
(Gms.) Dehydrated Wt.(Gms.)
B 425 .............................................................................. 0.440 0.450 0.350
E313 .............................................................................. 0.525 0.520 0.405
244 .................................................................................... 0.547 0.557 0.405
E 316 .............................................................................. 0.550 0.550 0.475
E 331 ................................ ..... ......................................... 0.570 0.575 0.438
600 .................................................................................... 0.585 0.670 0.550
B 591 .............................................................................. 0.605 0.610 0.432
B 521 0.683 0.695 0.552
B519 0.780 0.780 0.615
B315 1.550 1.545 1.135
E 299 .............................................................................. 1.700 1.670 1.450
588 .................................................................................... 2.465 2.370 1.960
212 .................................................................................... 2.490 2.455 1.980
E 288 .................... ..... ..................................................... 2.752 2.780 2.200
V 490 .............................................................................. 2.835 2.900 2.150
25 ....................................................................................... 3.043 3.030 2.550
548 3.135 3.110 2.425
423 3.345 3.388 2.850
442 .................................................................................... 3.505 3.385 3.060
421 3.555 3.495 2.800
441 3.820 3.810 3.100
539 3.930 3.895 3.065
4.015 3.895 3.630
5.055 5.210 4.080
52.480 52.35 42.657
2.186 2.181 1.777
others have since reported the use of salt in formalin. Crossman
neutralized the 10 per cent formalin and made it up as an .85 per
cent NaC1 solution. Crooke and Russell used 4 per cent saline
formaldehyde.
Dehydration of the first glands was accomplished by passing
through successive grades of alcohol after which they were placed
in cedar oil, xylol, and then infiltrated with paraffin. Since the
use of dioxan was introduced for histological work (Graupner
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and Weissberger, 1931 and 1933; Baird, 1936; McClung, 1936;
Mettler et al., 1936) , it was tried and found to give more satis-
factory results if used after 10 per cent formalin containing .9
per cent NaCl. The big advantage lies in the simplification it per-
mits. Tissues may be placed in dioxan from the fixative and from
dioxan into the embedding medium. Dioxan was used over
CaCl2, a screen being used to support the tissue. By using CaCl2
the dioxan was kept free of water.
The glands were embedded in paraffin (54-56° C.) at first. It
was later found that ordinary commercial parowax was just as
satisfactory. Rubber parowax was found to be an advantage
with especially large glands. Tissue mat has been employed only
to a limited extent.
The glands were cut in serial sections at 10 micra except for
three levels equally spaced from one another and from the sur-
face. At these levels sections five micra thick were cut to be
used for cytological work. Three levels were chosen as being
representative of the different areas within the gland. Prelimi-
nary studies confirmed the findings of others (vida supra) that
there are distinct areas of the anterior lobe having cells with
staining reactions different from those for other areas. It was
found when the gland was cut in a horizontal or frontal plane
that the pattern of the gland was fairly well represented. By
using three levels, greater representation could be attained be-
cause the ventral or basilar portion of the gland varied somewhat
from the dorsal portion in the proximity of the stalk and pars
tuberalis.
The staining technique is a combination of the modification of
Mallory's method used for humans by Rasmussen (1929, 1933)
and Crooke and Russell and others, and for rats by Stein (1933a
and 1933b) and of the azan method of Heidenhain. Other methods
tried included that of Brilmyer (1928) , Koneff (1937) , and others.
The method finally developed that was suitable for staining the
bovine hypophysis may be summarized as follows.
Remove parowax with xylol and pass down through alcohol series to
saturated potassium dichromate.
Chromate-1 hour.
Dip in tap water and place in freshly prepared Ehrlich's acid hema-
toxylin-2 minutes.
Pass from hematoxylin without washing into azo carmine (.1 per cent:
Griibler's is all right) at 45° C.-31/2 minutes.
Pass directly into Mallory's II (diluted with distilled water 50:50) at 45° C.
for 10 minutes.
Rinse by dipping rapidly 2-3 times in 95 per cent alcohol, then into absolute
alcohol and xylol, respectively.
Mount in Canada balsam.
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• Experience in staining indicated that hematoxylin of a pH
between 2.5 and 3.0 was the most suitable when it was desired
to stain nuclei only. In general, this pH was maintained in a.
solution until it was 90-100 days old. Determinations on nine dif-
ferent solutions have shown that there is a great difference in
the rate at which hematoxylins change after the maximum pH
has been reached. The solutions were made up by different peo-
ple from the same formula (Guyer, 1932) . The difference in
affinity of the cytoplasm for hematoxylin with age may be due
to the pH change noted. In practice no solution was used over
60-70 days.
By staining in the oven at 45° C. four advantages are ob-
tained. The azo Carmine goes into solution at this temperature.
This is also true for orange G. in Mallory's II. A more desirable
ratio of orange G. to aniline blue is obtained. The staining time
is shortened considerably over the 12 hours used if done, at room
temperature. There is not the daily fluctuation in temperature
often experienced when staining at room temperature.
With this general method for staining, acid fuchsin can be
substituted for azo carmine. On the bovine slides compared,
however, it gave somewhat less desirable results. _ Slides stained
according to the outlined procedure keep well. A few slides over
four years old have been examined and found to have undergone
slight differential fading of the acidophiles, which makes their dis-
tinction more marked. The exact time of staining varies accord-
ing to the individuality of the gland. Usually preliminary trials
must be run using slides carrying sections from the different
levels to be stained. These are run through the process, cover--
slipped, and examined under the microscope. A hasty examina-
tion will reveal the need for minor shifts to be made in the time
required for the different stains.
Cell Types of the Anterior Lobe and Their Relative Proportion
Differential cell counts were made on sections cut at five micra
from three equally spaced areas (one fourth, one half, and three
fourths of the distance from the ventral surface) . Cells were
counted by systematically exploring the section and counting all
the cells having nuclei within the field (Rasmussen and Herrick,
1922) . The first field counted was on the extreme border away
from the cleft or residual lumen. After counting the cells in the
given area the slide was removed posteriorly a distance equal to
six diameters of the field and over to the lateral edge. The sec-
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ond field was then counted and in a similar way every sixth field
in every sixth row. Only cells having nuclei were counted, in
this way overemphasis not being given to the large acidophiles
having relatively much cytoplasm.
Little difficulty was experienced in differentiating acidophiles
(alpha, eosinophile, oxyphile) from the basophiles (beta, cyano-
phile) and chromophobes (chief, undifferentiated) . A possible
complicating factor would be overstaining with azo carmine, in
which case the chromophobes would take on a pink hue and the
basophiles would appear purple. Such a condition, however, is.
fairly easily distinguished and remedied by staining additional
sections from adjacent areas a shorter time in .the carmine.
Greater difficulty was encountered in distinguishing between
the basophiles and chromophobes. This difficulty is increased
slightly with the initial staining in hematoxylin. When the
hematoxylin is fresh, however, its cytoplasmic affinity is at a
minimum and is practically insignificant. In this study even the
sections showing the most detail and the greatest differentiation
presented cells with cytoplasm varying in the amount and degree
with which they took the aniline blue from Mallory's II. Most
of the difference appeared from the intensity of staining although
a few sections were counted where the shade varied considerably.
In this study no cell was considered to be a basophile unless the
periphery of the cytoplasm was definitely distinguishable. This
left the classification of chromophobes to include those cells hav-
ing a nucleus and cytoplasm which showed only slight affinity for
aniline blue.
Improper staining was found to occur near the periphery in
glands trimmed and weighed before being placed in fixative.
This was also found by Schooley and Riddle. The difficulty was
overcome by first placing in fixative for a short while.
Early in the study it became apparent that in some material
the acidophiles could be divided into two kinds. One kind ap-
pears crimson, and the other has been considered to be a brick
red. In sections from other glands, however, such a differentia-
tion was not observed. When the data were tabulated there were
indications that the occurrence of the crimson type of acidophile
was associated with sexual activity (Tables 8 and 9) . Consider-
ing puberty in males to start at about five months post natal, it is
seen from the table that very few, if any, crimson cells are seen
prior to this time except for the six-month fetus. No explanation
is available for the low proportion of crimson cells found in the
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glands from B 315, Waldo, and B 438. Two of these, B 315 and
B 438, were developed to a less extent than that considered normal
for their mates. This is not known to be true for the third one
of this group. A few more underdeveloped animals will become
available in the near future, and it is planned to get further data
to see if this cell type is associated with this lack of growth. It
cannot be ascertained from the limited material at hand that the
values given for the two steers are significantly different from the
values one would expect for normals of a similar age. One might
expect them to be different, yet packing house material was used
and no idea was obtained as to how long or at what age they
had been castrated. The data for the females lend support to
the hypothesis that sexual state is associated with the occurrence
of the cells staining a crimson red with the method outlined.
The proportion of the different cell types is summarized also
in tables 8 and 9. The average values were derived from count-
ing an average of about 8,400 cells from 70 fields for each male.
Table 8. Proportion of the Different Types of Cells in the Anterior
Lobe of the Bovine Male Hypophysis
37
Animal
Age
post
natal
Acidophiles
Baso-
philes
Chromo-
phobes
Sexual
condi-
tion
BreedCrim-
son
Brick
Red
Total
(Yr.-Mo.-Da.)
B 441 0- 3- 0 7.23 14.75 21.98 6.32 71.70 Holstein
B 591 0- 0- 0 1.38 39.70 41.08 8.40 50.51 Guernsey
B 443 0- 0- 0 none 47.90 47.90 7.54 44.54 Holstein
V 306 0- 0- 1 none 48.98 48.98 6.40 44.60 Holstein
B 219 0- 0- 2 none* 42.79 42.79 3.27 53.95 Jersey
B 580 0- 0- 5 none 53.04 53.04 1.40 45.55 Guernsey
B 589 0- 0- 5 none 36.28 36.28 2.39 61.33 Guernsey
B 548 0- 0- 6 none 42.24 42.24 2.23 55.52 Guernsey
B 514 0- 4-19 0.38 42.53 42.91 2.09 55.00 Guernsey
E 324 0- 4-21 1.17 43.84 45.01 6.63 48.36 Holstein
E 306 0- 4-22 0.07 45.45 45.52 11.11 43.37 Holstein
E 314 0- 6- 5 2.38 65.70 68.08 17.47 24.45 Holstein
B 448 0- 6-18 39.78 5.52 45.30 6.02 48.68 Holstein
B 438 0- 7- 9 2.12 9.79 11.91 2.06 86.02 Holstein
B 212 0- 9-14 39.45 1.50 40.95 4.59 54.47 Jersey
Beef A 1- 2- 0± 3.94 41.15 45.09 9.21 45.70 castrate Shorthorn
Beef B 1- 2- 0± 5.64 40.57 46.21 3.00 50.80 castrate Shorthorn
B 155 1- 3-12 15.16 47.05 62.21 7.75 30.04 Jersey
B 315 1- 3-23 none 38.22 38.22 5.77 56.01 Holstein
Waldo 1- 8- 8 none 51.03 51.03 9.71 39.26 Guernsey
Br. Std. Royal 2- 5-14 3.00 22.67 25.67 6.50 68.16 Jersey
B 403 3-10-26 3.60 42.29 45.89 7.94 46.16 Holstein
Average 0- 8-10 43.51 5.81 51.10
Std. dev. 11.78 2.73 12.88
C.V. 27.34 47.12 25.22
* In 3 fields it was considered questionable if crimson cells were present.
.
Table 9. Proportion of the Different Types of Cells in the Anterior Lobe of the Bovine Female Hypophysis
Animal
Time. since
beginning
of last
pregnancy
Age
post
natal
Acidophiles
Baso-
philes
Chromo-
phobes
Crim-
son
Brick
Red Total
(Yr.-Mo.-Da.) (Yr.-Mo.-Da.)
244 0- 0- 4 none 60.40 60.40 6.24 33.36
E 331 0- 3-21 0.61 54.59 55.20 5.77 39.03
E 316 0- 5-17 9.39 17.63 27.02 7.43 65.55
476 0-11-15 5.31 43.35 48.66 10.82 40.52
E 214 4-10- 1 1.17 43.84 45.01 6.63 48.36
548 0- 0-31 12- 6-24 6.72 36.47 43.19 8.61 48.19
Betty 0- 6-19 4-11- 0 0.07 45.44 45.44 5.90 • 48.58
423 _.......... ....... 0- 9-13 8-11-12 0.52 47.25 47.77 6.73 45.50
443 0-10-26 4- 8- 6 0.30 17.39 17.69 9.63 72.69
459 ....................... ............... ........ . 0-11-21 3- 0- 1 none 61.09 61.09 2.24 36.67
430 1- 5-25 5- 9-21 18.50 21.39 39.89 3.94 56.17
565 1-10-15 8- 3-13 0.33 39.55 39.88 9.83 50.29
Average 
 5- 7-11 44.27 6.98 48.74
Std. dev 
 12.04 2.38 11.08
C.V.27.20 34.06 22.71
Sexual
condi-
tion
Breed
farrow Jersey
farrow Holstein
farrow Guernsey
freemartin Holstein
freemartin Holstein
dry-28 days Guernsey
dry-22 days Jersey
1 day after parturi-
tion Holstein
dry Holstein
milking; 3 mo. lact. Holstein
dry Holstein
dry; cystic ovaries Guernsey
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The averages for the females are 10,700 cells from 96 fields. In
all, about 313,000 cells have been counted. Considerable varia-
bility is seen for each of the three main types. For the proportion
of total acidophiles, however, 13 out of the 22 fall between 40 and
50 per cent and 17 fall within the range between 36 and 51.03 per
cent of the total cells. The extremely low value of 11.91 per cent
is from the somewhat underdeveloped bull (B 438) referred to
above. The values for the castrates included in this study are
seen to fall well within what one might expect to be the normal
range for uncastrated animals. This is of interest in view of
the prevailing opinions regarding the effects of castration which
have been reviewed above. The average proportions for the two
sexes of cattle are also given in table 10 in which they are com-
pared to the averages for other species.
For rats the results of Stein (1933b) are low in acidophiles
(22.5 per cent) and high in chromophobes (74.2 per cent) .
Nukariya (1926) is high in percentage of basophiles (15.5 per
cent and 14.1 per cent, respectively, for females and males) . Both
of these workers reported on rats.
No significant difference is indicated in the values given for
the groups representing the two sexes of bovine. The female
bovine also appears to have a similar proportion of the different
cells to the human female. A statistical test for the significance
of the difference on data of this kind is of questionable value due
to the mixed material. However, when the Chi square test, as
used by Edith Boyd (1935) for weights of organs, is used it is
found that the difference between males of the two species, as
represented by the data given, is significant. The possibility of
Table 10. Comparison of Proportional Cell Counts on Different Species
Species Sex
No. of
cases
Acido-
philes
Baso-
philes
Chromo-
phobes Author
Pigeons* ............ F ? 25.5 31.9 42.6 Schooley and Riddle (1938)
Guinea pigst F 12-32 38-48f 10-17 35-48 Kirkman (1937)
RatsF 56 34.4 4.2 61.4 Nelson (1935)
Rats F 69 33.6 4.8 61.9 Ellison and Wolfe (1935)
Humans ............ F
.. ...............F
94 43.4 7.0 49.6 Rasmussen (1938a)
Bovine . .. .. F 12 44.3 7.0 48.7
RatsM 68 49.8 8.1 42.1 Nelson (1935)
Rats M 42 51.2 5.5 42.2 Ellison and Wolfe (1935)
Humans ............ M 111 36.8 10.9 52.3 Rasmussen (1938a)
Bovine ............... M 22 43.1 5.8 51.1
* "sample" counts. Percentages given are calculated from the given proportion (24-
30-40).
f 3-8 glands were counted for each of the 4 estrous periods, consequently 12-32 glands
are represented for each value.
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this being due to age, however, has not been eliminated. The
comparative figures also show probably significant difference be-
tween the bovine females studied and female rats and guinea
pigs. A comparison between cows and pigeons is of little value
because so little is known about the sample used to represent
pigeons.
Innervation of the Anterior Lobe
Sections from different areas of a gland have been examined
for nerve fibers. The gland was stained according to a modified
pyridine-silver method suggested by Dr. Olaf Larsell (Rasmus-
sen 1938b) . It is possible to get areas showing nerve fibers dis-
tinctly by this method although other areas are overstained.
Some sections were counter-stained with hematoxylin to bring
out the cells. Sections were cut at 10 microns.
Nerve fibers were found in great numbers in the posterior
lobe and were rather abundant in the intermediate lobe. None,
however, was found in the anterior lobe even where it bordered
the intermediate lobe with no connective tissue separating the
two parts. In humans, Rasmussen (1938b) found that nerve fibers
appear to be in the intermediate lobe only incidentally and that
a negligible number of fibers were found to pass through the
intermediate lobe in passing from pars nervosa (posterior lobe)
into pars distalis (anterior lobe) .
Strictly speaking, the neural lobe in its broadest sense (neuro-
hypophysis) includes the median eminence of the tubercinereum,
which is generally thought of as part of the hypothalamus of the
brain. While the median eminence was not included in the
material studied here, it is worthy of note that it may be regarded
as having essentially the same function as the rest of the neural
lobe. In the monkey, for example, where the median eminence
represents 13 per cent of the neurohypophysis, Magoun, Fischer,
and Ransom (1939) found that this part alone, if its connections
with the hypothalamus are intact, is sufficient to prevent diabetes
insipidus, which regularly follows destruction of the entire
neurohypophysis or interruption of its nervous connections with
the hypothalamus.
It is difficult to understand why there is such a dense network
of nerve fibers in the neural lobe in the absence of typical gland
cells in this lobe proper. Certainly only a very small fraction
of the total nerve fibers are related to pars intermedia even in
cattle where there are relatively more nerve fibers in pars in-
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termedia than is found in this region of the hypophysis of animals
generally. According to the latest figures (Rasmussen, 1940),
there are fully 100,000 nerve fibers entering the distal or enlarged
portion of the human neural lobe which weighs only 125 milli-
grams. Bucy (1930) has studied the cells of the neural lobe of
the ox by special stains and named the special cells present
"pituicytes." They are regarded as secretory by some and merely
as neuroglia by others. Even if these cells are secretory, there
would seem to be a great excess of nerve fibers.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this report on the structure of the bovine hypophysis data
obtained from 139 females and 62 males of known origin have
been studied. An analysis of normal variation in weight through
the life development has been attempted together with a study-
of the shape and proportional weight of the anterior lobe. Exist-
ing techniques were modified for use on this species. The cell
types and an idea of their relative proportion has been obtained..
Sections from one gland were stained for nerve fibers. The fol-
lowing observations and conclusions were made:
The development of the bovine hypophysis from the fetal
stage to maturity may be expressed by the shape of a sigmoid
curve.
At birth the hypophysis is about .45 gram for females and .5
gram for males although the range is from .3 to .7 gram for
females and .4 to .8 gram for males.
The gland increases rapidly in size for the first three to four
years, after which there is a decreasing rate of increase. In
males the rate of increase decreases less rapidly than in females.
While the period of greatest size increase in the hypophysis
corresponds to the period of greatest increase in body size, the
hypophysis increase is much slower as shown in comparing the
weights of both hypophysis and body for given periods to their
respective birth Weights.
The weights of hypophyses from freemartins tend to be smaller
than for normal females. In part, at least, this is accompanied
by smaller body weights.
No relationship between the relative hypophysis weight and
producing ability is evident.
The shape as well as the weight of the bovine hypophysis
varies markedly.
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Distinct differences in the proportional weight of the anterior
lobe is found between groups of the bovine. Whether it is due
to inheritance or age could not be determined from the data at
hand.
The presence of a cone of Wulzen does not appear to be limited
by breed, sex, or to any particular post natal age.
The intermediate lobe in the bovine is exceedingly wide com-
pared to humans.
In addition to the three ordinarily described types of cells
(acidophiles, basophiles, and chromophobes) in the anterior lobe,
the acidophiles were divided into two classes—crimson and brick
red acidophiles.
The presence of the crimson acidophile appears to be asso-
ciated with sexual activity as in other species.
Differential cell counts indicate that there may be some dif-
ference between the bovine and some other species (cat, pigeon,
and possibly the human) .
No castration effect on proportional cell distribution in cattle
was noted, but too few animals are involved to make this certain.
No nerve fibers were found in the anterior lobe of one bovine
gland, but they were very abundant in the neural lobe and plenti-
ful in pars intermedia.
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Table I. Quantitative Record of Age, Hypophysis, and Body Weights, Production, Sexual Condition, and Cause of Death for Females
Separated According to Breed
Animal Post Natal
Age
Yr.-Mo.-Da.
Fresh Hypo-
physis Wt.
(Gms.)
Live
body Wt.
(Kgms.)
Hypophysis
Wt. (Mgms.) Sexual
Condi-
tion
Productiont
Necrology RemarksBody Wt.
(Kgms.)
Milk
(lbs.)
Fat
(lbs.)
F.C.M.
(lbs.)
Jersey
155 14-10-12 3.370 430.92 7.820 farrow 10467 546.96 12391.20 slaughtered ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••188 6- 1-15 2.431 476.27 5.104 farrow 7539 462.48 9952.80 slaughtered ....................................189 6- 3-18 3.225 523.45 6.161 farrow 7679 516.99 10826.45 slaughtered
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••198 5- 9-15 2.677 376.94 7.102 farrow 8209 479.71 10479.25 slaughtered202 4-10-10 2.017 504.40 3.999 farrow 8285 550.88 11577.20 slaughtered205 4- 3- 5 2.038 478.54 4.259 farrow slaughtered206 4- 4-19 2.185 402.34 5.431 farrow slaughtered208 3-11-28 2.286 462.67 4.941 farrow 9157.5 542.24 11796.60 slaughtered ....................................212 6- 2-10 2.490 421.85 5.903 farrow 9325 444.97 10404.55 slaughtered ....................................213 5- 3-10 2.980 408.24 7.300 farrow 7835 457.69 9999.35 destroyed paralysis229 0- 0- 1 0.377 19.05 19.790 died arterial con-
striction233 1- 8- 2 1.575 272.16 5.787 • slaughtered ....................................D-233 0- 0- 0 0.321 15.88 20.214
-...---- died lungs failed to
function234 9- 0-16 3.105 444.53 6.985 farrow slaughtered238 4- 0- 4 2.005 374.22 5.358 farrow slaughtered239 3- 9-16 2.430 390.09 6.229 farrow slaughtered ....................................243 0- 0- 3 0.492 20.41 23.126
..••••...•••••••.. died liver abnormal in
color and firm-
ness244 0- 0- 1 0.547 22.68 24.118 .................. •.••••.........•.. died suddenly ....................................250 0- 0- 5 0.485 34.93 13.885
..•_••••••••••••• died telescoped bowel255 0- 0- 6 0.465 24.04 19.343 .................. died catarrhal gastritisE-289 4-11-26 2.752 454.96 6.049 farrow •••............_. slaughtered ....................................H 1- 0-15 1.010 68.04+ 14.844 freemartin ..............••.. slaughteredFelicia's
fetus f262 days 0.232 CaesarianAyrshire
23 10- 8- 8 4.100 574.70 7.134 farrow slaughtered24 6- 0- 8 3.161 549.76 5.748 farrow slaughtered
-........... ..... -...............25 8-11-14 3.043 638.21 4.768 farrow slaughtered
*Pregnant 2 months, 25 days.
Post coitus.
*Production is for 365 days of first lactation under advanced registry conditions.
Table I-(Continued)
Animal Post Natal
Age
Yr.-Mo.-Da.
Fresh Hypo-
physis Wt.
(Gms.)
Live
body Wt.
(Kgms.)
Hypophysis
Wt. (Mgms.) Sexual
Condi-
tion
Production
Necrology Remarks
Body Wt.
(Kgms.)
Milk
(lbs.)
Fat
(lbs.)
F.C.M.
(lbs.)
Guernsey
539 15- 1-18 3.930 453.60 8.664 farrow 10508.4 561.4 12624.36 slaughtered
542 12- 5- 1 3.922 553.39 7.087 farrow 8510.9 423.2 9752.36 slaughtered
545 9- 8-22 2.410 435.45+ 5.535 farrow 8971.9 467.8 10605.76 destroyed stiff
548 12- 6-24 3.135 439.08 7.140 farrow 5919.2 320.2 7170.68 slaughtered
551 8- 9-21 2.382 485.80 4.903 farrow 7641.1 417.0 9311.44 slaughtered
562 6- 3-21 2.680 446.79 5.998 farrow .................. slaughtered
563 6- 3-16 3.674 421.85 8.709 farrow 10915.7 572.5 12953.78 slaughtered
564 7- 5-15 3.881 453.60+ 8.556 farrow 10535.7 510.7 11874.78 slaughtered
565 8- 3-13 3.822 530.71 7.202 farrow 10551.8 526.7 12121.22 slaughtered
571 5- 3-14 2.722 449.97 6.049 farrow 8916.8 465.4 10427.72 slaughtered
572 4-10-25 4.120 494.42 8.333 farrow 6748.1 387.4 8510.24 slaughtered ....................................
575 4- 6-12 3.510 523.90+ 6.700 farrow 12001.3 598.5 13778.02 died suddenly hemorrhage
578 7- 3-15 2.625 453.60 5.787 farrow 9378.9 488.6 11080.56 destroyed trachea
obstruction
579 4- 3-24 3.400 465.39 7.306 farrow destroyed
581 3-10-24 2.272 486.26 4.672 farrow slaughtered
583 3-10- 6 3.590 385.56 9.311 farrow 9873.2 500.0 11449.28 slaughtered
584 2- 9-25 2.189 427.29 5.123 farrow
.
slaughtered
585 3- 9-20 2.940 502.13 5.855 farrow slaughtered
587 4- 3-18 2.660 460.85 5.772 farrow 8698.0 416.7 9729.70 slaughtered ....................................
588 4-10-16 2.465 385.56 6.393 farrow 8041.0 414.1 9427.90 slaughtered
591 4-10-20 2.450 373.31 6.563 pregnant slaughtered
592 5- 2-10 2.830 454.96 6.220 farrow slaughtered
596 0- 5- 2 0.691 56.70 12.187 died suddenly
600 0- 6- 1 0.585 78.93 7.412 died suddenly
606 0- 2- 4 0.570 39.46 14.445 died suddenly
E-316 0- 5-17 0.550 ....  •..... .•••••• died
Red Poll -
Edith 18- 7-22 4.725 544.32 8.686 calved 5 da.
previous
••••••••••••••••••
destroyed old age
Table I-(Continued)
Animal Post Natal
Age
Yr.-Mo.-Da.
Fresh Hypo-
physis Wt.
(Gms.)
Live
body_ Wt.
(Kgms.)
Hypophysis
Wt. (Mgms.)
Body Wt.
(Kgms.)
Holstein
.
383 10- ,5-15 2:765 540.69 4.969
387 11- 7-14 3.055 746.17 4.094
396 9- 5- 1 3.640 670.03 5.433
493 8- 7-17 4.235 635.04+ 6.669
7- 9-23 3.567 659.08 5.412_412
-
,
413 7- 7- 2 3.567 639.12 5.581
416 7- 2-11 2.913 730.29 3.989
417 7- 2- 0 2.800 721.67 3.880
421 9-10-18 3.555 680.40+ 5.225
423 8-11-12 3.345 669.51 4.996
424 6- 3-17 2.963 725.76 4.083
427 5- 2-11 2.975 714.42 4.164
428 5- 2- 8 2.340 766.58 3.053
429 5- 1- 0 2.905 589.68 4.926
430 5- 9-21 3.537 658.62 5.370
432 8- 0- 2 2.955 635.04+ 4.653
433 8- 1-24 3.550 598.64 5.930
434 8- 6-27 3.125 699.32 4.467
436 3- 9-18 2.350 519.82 4.521
441 6- 7-18 3.820 652.27 .5.856
442 6- 1-21 3.505 647.28 5.415
443 4- 8- 6 2.845 589.68+ 4.825
444 3- 9-11 2.127 589.68+ 3.607
452 3- 9-10 2.172 362.88+ 5.985
455 4- 2-27 2.47-5 485.80 5.095
459 3- 0- 1 2.260 498.96+ 4.529
460 4- 3- 9 2.610 591.84 4.410
463 2- 1-14 1.615 298.92 5.403
Sexual
Condi-
tion
farrow
farrow; dry
dry
just calved
calved 10 da.
previous
6th lact. mo.
farrow; dry
farrow; dry
farrow; dry
calved 1 da.
previous
farrow; dry
farrow; dry
dry
farrow; dry
farrow; -dry
just calved
preg. 2 mo.
farrow
3rd lact. mo 
preg. 5 mo 
farrow; dry
preg. 5 mo.
aborted 4 da.
previous
5th lact. mo.
3rd lact. mo.
farrow
freemartin
Production
Necrology RemarksMilk
(lbs.)
Fat
(lbs.)
F.C.M.
(lbs.)
12567.0 456.3 11871.30 slaughtered
• 14894.0 480.8 13169.60 slaughtered
15153.4 500.3 13565.86 slaughtered ....................................
18785.6 678.3§ 17688.74 destroyed weak from '
parturition
15314.5 542.0 14255.80 slaughtered ....................................
18487.9 634.3§ 16909.66 slaughtered
15159.7 524.4 13929.88 slaughtered
13696.3 406.6 11577.52 slaughtered
19190.9 673.2 17774.36 slaughtered
15135.2 460.8§ 12966.08 died suddenly
21409.7 612.5 17751.38 slaughtered
18131.9 581.0 15967.76 slaughtered
17166.8 553.8 15173.72 slaughtered
16809.3 575.2 15351.72 slaughtered
.... abortion slaughtered
.........---.....................
16704.6 598.0 15851.84 destroyed mastitis
16542.3 543.2 14764.9 slaughtered
16766.4 562.0 15136.6 slaughtered
abortion slaughtered
slaughtered
•••••••••-•••••••••••••••••••••••••
mastitis
14924.6 457.8 12836.84 slaughtered ....................................
14309.0 469.2 12761.60 destroyed severe mastitis
• .................. destroyed foreign body
in paunch
11374.0 373.0 10144.60 destroyed foreign body
in paunch
13259.3 421.2 11621.12 slaughtered
.................. died suddenly
10769.9 397.4 10269.0 slaughtered
slaughtered
..... ....... ........................
mastitis
§ Calculated to 2 yr. 9 mo. using standard conversion factors for the particular breed.
Table I-(Continued)
Animal Post Natal
Age
Yr.-Mo.-Da.
Fresh Hypo-
physis Wt.
(Gms.)
Live
body Wt.
(Kgms.)
Hypophysis
Wt. (Mgms.) Sexual
Condi-
tion
Production
Necrology Remarks
Body Wt.
(Kgms.)
Milk Fat
(lbs.) (lbs.)
F.C.M.
(lbs.)
Holstein-Continued
465 2-10- 9 2.545 429.56 5.925 farrow; dry slaughtered mastitis
466 0-10-18 1.487 226.80+ 6.556 died suddenly
476 0-11-15 1.140 190.96 5.970 freemartin slaughtered
477 0- 8- 5 0.960 132.90 7.223 freemartin slaughtered
485 0- 0- 0 0.685 34.93 19.611 died at birth
433's 2 mo. post 0.005 .08 64.378 killed in utero
fetus ccitus
Grade Holstein
A 2 12- 0- 0 2.880 preg. 3 mo destroyed dislocated hip
A 4 3- 6- 0 2.016 390.09 5.168 lactating slaughtered
A 18 0-11-23 1.225 215.41 5.087 normal slaughtered
A 19 0-11- 0 1.525 221.02 6.659 normal slaughtered
A 24 0- 0- 5 0.355 34.01 10.438 normal died
A 25 0- 0- 2 0.455 31.75 14.331 normal died
D 23 0- 0- 0 0.447 26.31 16.990 freemartin dead at birth
E 190 6- 2-21 2.750 553.39 4.969 farrow;
lactating slaughtered
E 192 4- 1- 7 2.235 508.03 4.399 farrow died suddenly
E 193 3- 1-22 2.180 482.17 4.521 open ••••••••••••••••.. slaughtered
E 214 4- 9- 1 1.995 498.96 3.998 freemartin slaughtered
E 218 5- 7-27 2.500 578.66 4.320 slaughtered
E 221 3- 3-15 1.811 394.63 4.589 .............................. •••••••••••••••••• slaughtered
E 222 4- 8-19 2.630 554.75 4.741 pregnant •••••••••••••••••• slaughtered ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
E 223 4- 8- 7 2.440 532.98 4.578 dry; pregnant slaughtered
E 226 4-10-21 2.770 639.46 4.332 pregnant slaughtered
E 227 1- 5- 4 1.670 351.99 4.744 slaughtered
E 228 2- 9- 5 1.887 588.77 3.205 dry; pregnant slaughtered
E 272 2- 8- 7 2.125 367.35 5.785 farrow slaughtered
E 274 2- 7-26 1.630 383.22 4.253 farrow slaughtered
E 280 2- 6-18 2.110 434.92 4.851 preg. 3 mo. slaughtered
E 299 1- 2- 8 1.700 303.00 5.611 slaughtered
E 311 0-10-14 1.132 248.12 4.562 slaughtered
E 312 0-10-17 1.481 250.84 5.904 slaughtered
E 331 0- 0-27 0.453 24.95 18.156 died
G 0- 0- 0 0.584 38.56+ 15.145 destroyed
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Table II. Quantitative Record of Age, Hypophysis and Body Weights and Cause
of Death for Males Separated According to Breed
Animal Age
Yr.-Mo.-Da.
Fresh HyDo-
physis Wt.
(Gms.)
Live
Hypophysis
Wt. (Mgms.)
body Wt.
(Kgms.) Body Wt. 
Necrology
(Kgms.)
Purebred Holstein Males
B 315 1- 3-23 1.550 238.14 6.509 slaughtered
B 330 1- 4-10 1.800 312.93 5.753 skrughtered
B331 0- 0- 6 0.570 44.45± 12.823 died
B 403 3-10-26 3.600 893.69 4.267 slaughtered
B423 0- 0- 0 0.440 51.26 8.584 born dead
B438 0- 7- 9 0.643 79.83 8.055 died suddenly
B443 0- 0- 0 0.752 52.16 14.417 died
B448 0- 6- 8 1.032 140.62 7.389 slaughtered
1- 0-16 1.605 226.80 7.077 slaughtered
Osioe 10- 3-22 5.055 966.16 5.232 slaughtered
Burke 11- 8-18 5.267 907.19± 5.806 slaughtered
Fetus of 441 0- 6- 9* 0.110 5.44 20.221 dam slaughtered
Grade Holstein Males
B23 0- 0- 0 0.490 29.03 16.879 dead at birth
BA 1 0- 9-25 1.587 219.99 7.214 slaughtered
BA 2 0-10-16 1.257 215.46 5.834 slaughtered
BA 4 1- 0-24 1.669 ............ ............... slaughtered
BA 7 0- 0- 0 0.510 38.10 13.386 ..............................
BE 211 0- 0- 6 0.582 44.45 13.093 ........................
.BE 233 0-.7- 8* 0.327 ............... ............... dam died
0- 0- 0 0.765 45.36± 16.865 destroyed
E 251 0- 5-15 1.055 164.66 6.407
E 255 0-10-15 1.227 256.28 4.788 slaughtered
E 273 0- 2-13 0.827 82.55 10.018 slaughtered
E 275 0- 1-28 0.825 78.02 10.574 slaughtered
E 277 0- 1-17 0.570 53.98 10.559 slaughtered
E 278 0- 1-15 0.762 74.84 10.182 slaughtered
E 279 0- 1-12 0.586 49.90 11.743 slaughtered
E 283 0- 1-14 0.795 65.32 12.171 slaughtered
E 286 0- 2- 0 0.705 82.10 8.567 slaughtered
E 288 0- 1-13 0.587 54.89 10.694 slaughtered
E 303 0-11-17 1.965 219.99 8.932 slaughtered
E 314 0- 6- 5 1.500 149.69 10.021 slaughtered
E 324 0- 4-21 0.870 128.82 6.754 slaughtered
E 325 0- 4-17 0.880 94.80 9.283 slaughtered
0- 0- 0 0.765 40.82 14.307 destroyed
Jack 3- 8- 0 2.417 577.43 4.186 slaughtered
E 340 0- 5-20 1.250 115.65 10.808 slaughtered
Hezakiah 4- 6-18 3.165 648.53 4.880 slaughtered
Jim 2- 8-18 2.505 548.75 4.565 slaughtered
Jersey Males
B 112 1- 0-20 1.510 277.16 5.548 slaughtered
B 117 0- 2- 0 0.0665 25.86 ± 25.751 died suddenly
B 155 1- 3-12 2.197 317.97 6.909 slaughtered
B 212 0- 9-14 1.049 136.08 7.709 destroyed
B 219 0- 0- 0 0.552 21.77 25.356 died suddenly
B 222 0- 2-18 0.608 37.19 16.348 destroyed
Betty's fetus 0- 6-15* 0.187 Caesarian
Br. Std. Royal 2- 5-14 2.050 408.24 5.022 destroyed
* post coitus.
Remarks
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
lungs failed to
function
twin to D 23
..............................
..............................
normal
..............................
Ayrshire-Hol.
cross
Ayrshire-Hol.
Cross
..............................
normal
••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••
Monocryptorchid
..............................
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•.••.••..•••.•.••.•••••.••••••
undesirable
conformation
..............................
undesirable
conformation
..............................
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Table II. (Continued)
Animal
Hypophysis
Fresh Hypo- Live Wt. (Mgms.) 
Age physis Wt. body Wt. Body Wt. Necrology
Yr.-Mo.-Da. (Gms.) (Kgms.) (Kgms.)
Remarks
Jersey Males (continued)
Kada 5-10-22 4015 650.91 6.168 slaughtered .......•••••••••••••••••••••••
E 304 0-11-16 1.540 217.73 7.073 slaughtered grade
Guernsey Males
.5.67B425 0- 0- 5 0.713 12.575 destroyed normal; Guern-
sey-Shorthorn
cross
B 514 0- 4-19 0.587 52.16 11.254 destroyed
B 521 0- 3-15 0.683 54.43 12.548 ..............................
B 548 0- 0- 6 0.695 34.02 20.429 destroyed undesirable
heritage
B 578 1- 0-18 1.292 213.19 6.060 slaughtered ..............................
B 580 0- 0- 5 0.817 36.74 22.237 destroyed undesirable
heritage
B 587 0- 0- 0 0.444 22.68 19.577 died suddenly ..............................
B 589 0- 0- 5 0.550 26.31 20.905 destroyed undesirable
heritage
B 591 0- 0- 0 0.605 29.03 20.841 died lungs failed to
function
Masher 5- 3-18 3.372 764.31 4.412 slaughtered
Moccasin 2- 2-21 2.110 ............... ............... destroyed
Waldo 1- 8- 8 2.385 362.88 -i- 6.572 destroyed ..............................
Fetus of 591 0- 5- 2* 0.090 .............. ............... dam slaughtered ..............................
Purebred Ayrshire Males
B 23 0- 1-23 0.635 64.41 9.859 slaughtered ..............................
B 27 0- 0- 5 0.478 29.48 16.214 destroyed normal
E 260 0- 7-11 1.160 181.44 6.393 died suddenly
E 281 0- 1-24 0.695 68.04 10.215 slaughtered
0- 9-63 2.968 343.37 ..............................
* post coitus.
Table III. Quantitative Data in Age and Weight for Male Castrates
Identity Age Slaughter Weight
No. Breed When Cast. At Slaughter Body (lbs.) Hypophysis (gm.)
B 118 Pb. J. 15 days 250 days 410 1.421
B 119 Pb. J. 37 days 216 days 290 1.091
B 332 Pb. H. 357 days 1 yr. 120 days 698 2.088
E 327 Gr. H. 270 days 1 yr. 6 days 490 1.730
B 522 Pb. G. 1 yr. 187 days 1 yr. 237 days 352 1.660
B 526 Pb. G. 98 days 357 days 511 1.397
B 527 Pb. G. 9 days 270 days 228 0.905

